CCRC Meeting Approved Minutes
August 29, 2007
Raynor 301R 3.30-5.00

Present: Audi, Bond, Curran, Factor, Franzoi, Howes, Johnson, LaBelle, Sobush, Stewart, Thorn, Vandeveld, Zeps, Krueger (chair)
Excused: Coan, Ravel

1. Meeting called to order at 3.30; reflection offered by Krueger

2. Introduction of committee members

3. Minutes of 5/9/07 approved as amended

4. Announcements and updates
   4.1 CCRC procedures were reviewed and Sub-committees for AY 07-08 announced
   4.2 Krueger reported that the CCRC will be able to make the University Assessment reporting deadline of 9.30.07 and asked members to review the draft report before their next meeting. Policy for mandating assessment is being reviewed by the University Assessment Committee.
   4.3 Krueger updated summer work on Global Education
      • Shared Futures AAC&U Summer Institute: Marquette team (John Moyer, Ruth Ann Belknap, Jason Meyler, Michael Politano) worked on “Who Counts?: Math Across the Curriculum for Global Mission” and will lead workshops for faculty during AY 07-08 with the AAC&U global education grant.
      • Global Missions working group (representing academic units, UCCS, Manresa, student affairs, Mission and Identity, and marketing) continue to plan strategies for coordinating global education and activities across the university.
   4.4 Diverse Cultures: Krueger reminded members of 40th anniversary of Fair Housing marches events Sept 28-29.

5. Old Business
   5.1 Diverse Cultures submissions
      • SPAN 171: discussed May 9, 2007; available to be moved.
      • SPAN 100: to be reviewed by DC subcommittee and CCRC
      • ARSC 100 (2 sections): templates only to be forwarded to DC subcommittee and CCRC
   5.2 Diverse Cultures workshops
      • Workshops the be conducted by CCRC AY 07-08

6. New Business
   6.1 Review of senior Survey data
      • Committee discussed significance of higher than average confidence rating on diverse cultures question and lower than average confidence rating on mathematical reasoning question for A&S and Comm students. Both sets of responses will be addressed by CCRC programming (Diverse Cultures and Who Counts? Workshops) in AY 07-08.
      • Krueger noted preliminary review of Advising Survey.
   6.2 Review of draft annual assessment report
      • Krueger asked committee to review draft report and suggest revisions.

Meeting adjourned at 5.00